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ON-SITE ACTIVITY

Tiny Features!
Can you find the features at The Model Village?
STUDENT INTRODUCTION

 ü Complete the table below as you walk around The Model Village.
 ü Draw the missing features and complete the missing letters.
 ü Decide whether each would be a human or a physical (natural) feature.
 ü If it is human, write H in the box;  if it is physical, write P in the box!

Feature Picture or Sketch Feature Picture or Sketch

a _ _ _ _ _ t field

cottage p _ _ _

shop beach

h _ _ _ _ chine

church railway

street v _ _ _ _ _ _

H

P
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Feature Picture or Sketch Feature Picture or Sketch

stream s _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ d _ _ rocks

cliff le _ _ _ re

animal forest

hill garden

_ _ s vegetation

Did you find them all?

GREAT!!

Now complete the activity on the next page.

P

H
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Settlements: What’s the Difference?      
The Model Village actually represents two settlements - Godshill, and Shanklin Old Village which is nearby.

A “settlement” is a place where people live.  This can be as few as one single person, or as many as tens of 
millions.   Settlements exist for a reason - usually where there is an opportunity for work, such as a port, food, 
such as fertile land, or useful natural resources, such as woodland.

In human geography, there are several different words that are used to describe settlements.

In the section below, draw lines to join up the settlement types with the correct definitions and pictures.

hamlet

A group of houses and associated
buildings, such as churches, shops
and pubs.   Usually found in rural 

(country) areas.

Population usually less than 1,000.

village

A large town with many amenities
such as cathedrals, airports,

museums, sports stadiums and
shopping centres.

Population usually more than 200,000.

town

A small settlement, usually 
without a church or amenities

such as a shop or pub.

Population usually less than 100.

city

A built-up area with a name and local
council.  Lots of amenities such as
shops, hotels, schools, hospitals, 

large railway stations.

Population usually less than 100,000.


